The idea of reusing information from previously learned tasks (source tasks) for the learning of new tasks (target tasks) has the potential to significantly improve the sample efficiency reinforcement learning agents. In this work, we describe an approach to concisely store and represent learned task knowledge, and reuse it by allowing it to guide the exploration of an agent while it learns new tasks. In order to do so, we use a measure of similarity that is defined directly in the space of parameterized representations of the value functions. This similarity measure is also used as a basis for a variant of the growing self-organizing map algorithm, which is simultaneously used to enable the storage of previously acquired task knowledge in an adaptive and scalable manner. We empirically validate our approach in a simulated navigation environment and discuss possible extensions to this approach along with potential applications where it could be particularly useful.
INTRODUCTION
The use of off-policy algorithms [5] in reinforcement learning (RL) [15] has enabled the learning of multiple tasks in parallel. This is particularly useful for agents operating in the real-world, where a number of tasks are likely to be encountered, and may be required to be learned [6, 16, 21] . Ideally, as an agent learns more and more tasks through its interactions with the environment, it should be able to efficiently store and extract meaningful information, which could be useful for accelerating its learning on new, possibly related tasks. This area of research, which aims at addressing the issue of effectively reusing previously accumulated knowledge is referred to as transfer learning [17] .
Formally, transfer learning is an approach to improve learning performance on a new 'target' task M T , using accumulated knowledge from a set of 'source' tasks, M S = {M s 1 ...M s i ...M s n }. Here, each task M is a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [11] , such that M = {S, A, T , R}, where S is the state space, A is the action space, T is the transition function, and R is the reward function. In this work, we address the relatively simple case where tasks vary only in the reward function R, while S, A and T remain fixed across the tasks. For knowledge transfer to be effective, source tasks need to be selected appropriately. Reusing knowledge from an inappropriately selected source task could lead to negative transfer [8, 17] , which is detrimental to the learning of the target task. In order to avoid such problems and ensure beneficial knowledge transfer, a number of MDP similarity metrics [3, 4] have been proposed. However, it has been shown that the utility of a particular MDP similarity metric depends on the type of transfer mechanism used [3] . In addition, these transfer mechanisms are generally not designed to handle situations involving a large number of source tasks. This could be limiting for both embodied as well as virtual agents operating in the real-world. For such an agent, the value functions pertaining to hundreds or thousands of tasks may be learned over a period of time. Some of these tasks may be very similar to each other, which could result in considerable redundancy in the stored value function information. From a continual learning perspective, a suitable mechanism may be needed to enable the storage of such information in a scalable manner. In the approach described here, the knowledge of a task is assumed to be contained in the value function (Q-function) associated with it. We assume that these value functions are represented using parameter weights, which are learned from the agent's interactions with its environment. We define a cosine similarity metric within this value function weight (parameter) space, and use this as a basis for maintaining a scalable knowledge base, while simultaneously using it to perform knowledge transfer across tasks.
The proposed mechanism enables the storage of value function weight vectors using a variant of the growing self organizing map (GSOM) [1] . The inputs to this GSOM algorithm consist of the value function weights of new tasks, along with any representative value function weights extracted from previously learned tasks. The resulting map would ideally correspond to value function weights representative of previously acquired task knowledge, topologically arranged in accordance with their relation to each other. As the agent interacts with its environment and learns the value function weights corresponding to new tasks, this new information is incorporated into the SOM, which evolves by growing to a suitable size in order to sufficiently represent all of the agent's gathered knowledge. Each element/node of the resulting map is a variant of the input value function weights (knowledge of previously learned tasks). These variants are treated as solutions to arbitrary source tasks, each of which is related to some degree to one of the previously learned tasks. The aim of storing knowledge in this manner is not to retain the exact value function information corresponding to all the previously learned tasks, but to maintain a compressed and scalable knowledge base that can approximate the value function weights of the previously learned tasks.
While learning a new target task, this knowledge base is used to identify the most relevant source task, based on the same similarity metric. The value function associated with this task is then greedily exploited to provide the agent with action advice to guide it towards achieving the target task. Due to random initialization, the agent's initial estimates of the value function weights corresponding to the target task is poor. However, as it gathers more experience through its interactions with the environment, these estimates improve, which consequently improves its estimates of the similarities between the target and source tasks. As a result, the agent becomes more likely to receive relevant action advice from a closely related source task. This action advice can be adopted, for instance, on an ϵ-greedy basis, essentially substituting the agent's exploration strategy. In this way, the knowledge of source tasks is used to merely guide the agent's exploratory behavior, thereby minimizing the risk of negative transfer which could have otherwise occurred especially if value functions or representations were directly transferred between the tasks.
Apart from maintaining an adaptive knowledge base of value function weights related to previously learned tasks, the proposed approach aims to leverage this knowledge base to make informed exploration decisions, which could lead to faster learning of target tasks. This could be especially useful in real-world scenarios where factors such as learning speed and sample efficiency are critical, and where several new tasks may need to be learned continuously, as and when they are encountered. The overall structure of the proposed methodology is depicted in Figure 1 . 
RELATED WORK
The sample efficiency of RL algorithms is one of the most critical aspects that determines the feasibility of its deployment in real-world applications. Transfer learning is one of the mechanisms through which this can be addressed. Consequently, numerous techniques have been proposed [8, 17, 22] to efficiently reuse the knowledge of learned tasks. A number of these [2, 3, 14] rely on a measure of similarity between MDPs in order to choose an appropriate source task to transfer from. However, this can be problematic, as no such universal metric exists [3] , and some of the useful ones may be computationally expensive [2] . Here, the similarity metric used is computationally inexpensive, and the degree of similarity between two tasks is based solely on the value function weights associated with them. Also, in the approach described here, once an appropriate source task is identified, its value functions are used solely to extract action advice, which is used to guide the exploration of the agent. Similar approaches to transfer learning using action advice exist [20, 22, 23] , where a teacher-student framework for RL is adopted. The transfer mechanism described here is similar in principle, but is inherently tied to the SOM-based approach for maintaining the knowledge of learned tasks.
Other clustering approaches [3, 9, 19] have also been applied to achieve transfer learning in RL. In one of the earliest notable approaches to transfer learning, Thrun et al. [19] described a methodology for transfer learning by clustering learning tasks using a nearest neighbor clustering approach. Although similar approaches can be used, the SOM-based approach described here preserves the topological properties of the input space, due to which similar behaviors are placed closer to one another. This could give us a rough idea of the type of behavior to be expected, given some new, arbitrary value function weights.
Perhaps the most closely related work is the 'Actor-mimic' [10] approach, which also performs transfer using action advice. In this approach, useful behaviors of a set of expert networks are compressed into a single multi-task network, which is then used to provide action advice in an ϵ−greedy manner. The authors also report the problem of dramatically varying ranges of the value function across different tasks, which is resolved by using a Boltzmann distribution function. In the present work, the use of the cosine similarity metric resolves this issue and ensures that the similarity measure between tasks is bounded.
In the context of continual learning [13] , Ring et al. [12] described a modular approach to assimilate the knowledge of complex tasks using a training process that closely resembles SOM. In this approach, a complex task is decomposed into a number of simple modules, such that modules close to each other correspond to similar agent behaviors. Teng et al. [18] also proposed a SOM-based approach to integrate domain knowledge and RL, with the aim of developing agents that can continuously expand their knowledge in real time. These ideas of knowledge assimilation are also reflected in the present work. However, our approach also aims to reuse this knowledge to aid the learning of other related tasks.
METHODOLOGY
In this work, we present an approach that enables the reuse of knowledge from previously learned tasks to aid the learning of a new task. Our approach consists of two fundamental mechanisms: (a) the accumulation of learned value function weights into a knowledge base in a scalable manner, and (b) the use of this knowledge base to guide the agent during the learning of the target task. The basis for these mechanisms is centered around the task similarity metric we propose here. We consider two tasks to be similar based on the cosine similarity between their corresponding learned value function weight vectors. For instance, the cosine similarity c w 1 ,w 2 between two non-zero weight vectors ì w 1 and ì w 2 is given by:
The key idea is that two tasks are more likely to be similar to each other if they have similar feature weightings. Using such a similarity metric has certain advantages, such as boundedness and the ability to handle weight vectors with largely different magnitudes. That is, even in the case of highly similar or dissimilar tasks, the cosine similarity remains in the range [-1,1] . During the construction of the scalable knowledge base, the mentioned similarity metric is used as a basis for training the self-organizing map. Once this map is constructed, the cosine similarity is again used as a basis for selecting an appropriate source task weight vector to guide the exploratory behavior of the agent. We now describe these mechanisms in detail.
Knowledge Storage Using Self-Organizing Map
A self-organizing map (SOM) [7] is a type of unsupervised neural network used to produce a low-dimensional representation of its high-dimensional training samples. Typically, a SOM is represented as a two-or three-dimensional grid of nodes. Each node of the SOM is initialized to be a randomly generated weight vector of the same dimensions as the input vector. During the SOM training, an input is presented to the network, and the node that is most similar to this input is selected to be the 'winner'. The winning node is then updated towards the input vector under consideration. Other nodes in the neighborhood are also influenced in a similar manner, but as a function of their topological distances to the winner. The final layout of a SOM is such that adjacent nodes have a greater degree of similarity to each other in comparison to nodes that are far apart. In this way, the SOM extracts the latent structure of the input space. For our purposes, the knowledge of an RL task is assumed to be contained in its parameterized representation of the value function (Q−function), obtained using linear function approximation [15] . A naïve approach to storing knowledge associated with multiple tasks is to explicitly store their value function parameters/weights. Apart from the scalability issue associated with such an approach, a high degree of redundancy in the learned knowledge may arise if several of these tasks are very similar or nearly identical to each other. A more generalized approach to knowledge storage would be to store the characteristic features of the weight vectors associated with the learned tasks. The ability of the SOM to extract these features in an unsupervised manner makes it an attractive choice for the knowledge storage mechanism proposed here.
In our approach, the inputs to the SOM are learned value function weights of previously learned tasks (input tasks). The hypothesis is that after training, the weight vectors associated with each node in the SOM have varying degrees of similarity to the input vectors, and hence, correspond to value function weights of tasks which may be related to the input tasks to varying degrees. Hence, each node in the SOM could be assumed to contain the value function information corresponding to a source task, and the weight vector associated with an appropriately selected SOM node could serve as source value function weights which could be used to guide the exploration of the agent while learning a target task.
In a continual learning scenario, a number of tasks with largely varying degrees of similarity (as per the similarity metric defined in Equation (1)) with each other may be encountered. A SOM containing only a few number of nodes may not be able to represent the knowledge of these tasks to a sufficient level of accuracy. Hence, the size of the SOM may need to adapt dynamically as and when new task knowledge is learned. We address this problem by allowing the number of nodes in the SOM to change, using a mechanism similar to that used in the GSOM algorithm. For a SOM containing N nodes, each node n i is associated with an error e n i such that for a particular input vector ì w v j , if node n win (with a corresponding weight vector ì w s n win ) is the winner, the error e n win is updated as:
e n win ← e n win + 1 − c w v j ,w sn win .
The term (1 − c w v j ,w sn win ) in Equation (2) is proportional to the Euclidean distance between the l 2 − normalized versions of input vectors ì w v j and ì w s n win . Hence, the error update equation (Equation (2)) is equivalent to that used in [1] . Once all the input vectors are presented to the SOM, the total error, E of the network is com-
e i . This total error is computed for each iteration of the SOM. In subsequent iterations, if the increase in the total error exceeds a certain threshold G T , new nodes are spawned at the boundaries of the SOM. The weight vectors of these nodes are initialized to the mean of their neighbors, and are subsequently modified by the SOM training process. Such a mechanism enables the SOM to grow in size and representation capacity, thereby allowing for a low network error to be achieved.
The nature of the described SOM algorithm is such that all the input vectors are needed during the training. However, for applications such as robotics, where the agent may have limited on-board memory, this may not be feasible. Thousands of tasks may be encountered during its lifetime, and the value function weights of all these tasks would need to be explicitly stored in order to train the SOM. Ideally, we would like the knowledge contained in the SOM to adapt in an online manner, to include relevant information from new tasks as and when they are learned. We achieve this online adaptation by making modifications to the training mechanism of the GSOM algorithm. Specifically, when a new task is learned, we update the SOM by presenting the newly learned weights, together with the weight vectors associated with the nodes of the SOM as inputs to the GSOM algorithm. The resulting SOM is then utilized for transfer. In summary, the weights of the SOM are recycled as inputs while updating the knowledge base using the GSOM algorithm. This can be observed in the overall structure of the proposed approach, shown in Figure 1 . The implicit assumption here is that the weights associated with the SOM nodes sufficiently represent the knowledge of the previously learned tasks. This approach of updating the SOM knowledge base allows new knowledge to be adaptively incorporated into the SOM, while obviating the need to explicitly store the value function weights of all previously learned tasks. The overall storage mechanism is summarized in Algorithm 1.
The Transfer Mechanism
Once the knowledge of previously learned tasks has been assimilated into a SOM, it is reused to aid the learning of a target task. The weight vector associated with each SOM node is treated as the value function weight vector corresponding to an arbitrary source task. Among these source value function weight vectors, the one that is most similar (w s * ) to the target value function weight vector w T is chosen for transfer. That is, s * = arдmax In order to actually perform the transfer, the selected source task weights may be directly used to modify the value function weights of the target task. However, an insufficient degree of similarity of the source task weights could result in negative transfer. A safer approach is to allow the selected source value function weights to guide the exploratory actions of the agent. This guidance is provided by allowing the agent to act greedily as per the selected source value function weights with a fixed probability ϵ, while exploiting the target value function that is being learned, with a probability of Algorithm 1 Knowledge storage using self-organizing maps 1: Inputs: Select winning node n win based on highest cosine similarity to input vector x 
Compute topological distance d n win , j between nodes n win and j
9:
h(n win , j) = exp(−d n win , j /2σ 2 ) 10:
end for
12:
e(n win ) = e(n win ) + 1 − c x,w sn win 13:
if
Spawn new nodes at the boundaries of the SOM 16: Expand the error vector, with the values of new nodes initialized to the mean of the previous error vector. 17: Update N as per the number of new nodes added 18: end if 19: end for 1 − ϵ. Such an approach is more unlikely to lead to drastic drops in the target task performance. In general, the guidance provided by the most similar source value function weights can be expected to allow the agent to execute more useful exploratory actions, thereby leading to accelerated learning of the target task.
RESULTS
We use the knowledge storage and reuse mechanisms described in Section 3 to accelerate the learning of target tasks in a navigation environment. In order to evaluate the described knowledge storage and reuse mechanisms, we allow the agent to explore and learn multiple tasks in the simulated environment shown in Figure 2 . The environment is continuous, and the agent is assumed to be able to sense its horizontal and vertical coordinates, which constitute its state. The states are represented in the form of a feature vector ì F a containing 100 elements for each state dimension. While navigating through the environment, the agent is allowed to choose from a set of 9 different actions: moving forwards, backwards, sideways, diagonally upwards or downwards to either side, or staying in place. The velocities associated with these movements is set to be 6 units/s, and new actions are executed every 200 ms.
As the agent executes actions in its environment, it autonomously identifies tasks using an adaptive clustering approach similar to that described in Karimpanal et al. [6] . The clustering is performed on an additional feature vector ì F e (environment feature vector) which contains elements describing the presence or absence of specific environment features. For instance, these features could represent the presence or absence of a source of light, sound or other signals from the environment that the agent is capable of sensing. In the simulations described here, the environment feature vector ì F e contains 4 elements corresponding to 4 arbitrary environment stimuli distributed at different locations in the environment. As the agent interacts with its environment, clustering is performed on ì F e in an adaptive manner, which helps identify unique configurations of ì F e which may be of interest to the agent. During the agent's interactions with the environment, the mean of each discovered cluster is treated as the environment feature vector associated with the goal state of a distinct navigation task. In our simulations, the agent eventually discovers 5 such tasks, the corresponding goal locations of which are indicated by the colored regions in Figure 2 . The value function corresponding to each of these tasks is learned using the Q − λ algorithm [15] . For Q−learning, the reward structure is such that the agent obtains a reward (100) when it is in the goal state, a penalty (−100) for bumping into an obstacle, and a living penalty (−10) for every other non-goal state. In each episode, the agent starts from a random state and executes actions in the environment till it reaches the associated navigation target region (goal state), at which point, a positive reward is obtained, and the episode terminates. For each Q−learning task, the full feature vector ì F (where ì F = { ì F e ∪ ì F a }) is used, and the learning rate α is set to be 0.3, the discount factor γ is 0.9 and the trace decay parameter λ is set to be 0.9. The other hyperparameters described in Algorithm 1 are set to the following values: N = 4, σ 0 = 50, τ 1 = 250, τ 2 = 0.1, G T = 0.3 and N it er = 1000. Once a new navigation task t is identified, and its value function weight vector w t is learned, we incorporate this new knowledge into the SOM knowledge base. To do this, the value function weight vector associated with this task, along with the weight vectors associated with the SOM are presented as input vectors to Algorithm 1. For instance, if the weight vectors of the SOM are given by w s = { ì w s 1 ... ì w s i ... ì w s N }, then the subsequent input vectors w inputs to Algorithm 1 are w inputs = {w s ∪ ì w t }. By presenting the inputs to the GSOM algorithm in this manner, the resulting SOM approximates and integrates previously learned task knowledge and the knowledge of newly learned tasks. Figure 2 . The intensity of the color is in proportion to the value of this similarity metric (indicated over each SOM node). Figure 3 shows a sample 8 × 8 SOM, which was learned by the agent after 1000 Q−learning episodes. The color of each SOM node in Figure 3 corresponds to the task in Figure 2 that has the maximum cosine similarity between its value function weights and the weight vector associated with the SOM node. Further, the brightness of this color is in proportion to the value of this cosine similarity. In Figure 3 , these values are overlaid and displayed on top of each node. The different colors and associated cosine similarity values of each SOM node in Figure 3 suggests that the SOM stores knowledge of a variety of related tasks in a structured manner.
It is also seen from Figure 3 that the nodes corresponding to the knowledge of tasks that are most closely related to tasks 1, 4 and 5 are clustered together, and those related to tasks 2 and 3 are distinct, and are stored in separate clusters. In addition, the allocation of the SOM nodes occurs as per the differences in the tasks themselves. For example, in the SOM shown in Figure 3 , 25 nodes are allocated to tasks that are most similar to task 3, 19 nodes to tasks related to task 2, and 20 nodes to tasks related to tasks 1, 4 and 5 combined. This demonstrates that the allocation of nodes is done as per the characteristics of the tasks, and not merely according to the number of tasks. When a number of similar tasks are learned, simply storing their value function weights would result in significant redundancies. Such redundancies are avoided by the SOM-based approach described here. Although the SOM does not necessarily retain the exact value functions of previously learned tasks, it can be used to guide the exploration of an agent while learning a new task. This is especially true if the new task is closely related to one of the previously learned tasks. Figure 4 depicts this phenomenon for task 5 (ϵ = 0.3, G T = 0.3), with higher returns being achieved at a significantly faster rate using the SOM-based exploration strategy in Section 3.2. In both exploration strategies, exploratory actions are executed with the same probability, but SOM-based exploration achieves a better performance, as knowledge of related tasks (in this case, tasks 1 and 4) from previous experiences allows the agent to take more informed exploratory actions. This is also supported by Figure 5 , which shows Cosine similarity of most similar source task Figure 5 : Cosine similarity between a target task and its most similar source task as the agent interacts with its environment the evolution of the cosine similarity between the value function weights of the target task and the most similar weight vector in the SOM as the agent interacts with its environment. With a greater number of agent-environment interactions, the estimates of the agent's target task weight vector improves, and it receives more relevant advice from the SOM. This trend is probably responsible for the learning improvements seen in Figure 4 . Figure 6 shows the average return per episode for different tasks and different values of ϵ, using the two exploration strategies. The values plotted are averaged over 10 runs. The return is computed after each episode by allowing the agent to greedily exploit the value functions starting from 100 randomly chosen points in the environment for 100 steps. As observed in Figure 6 , SOM-based exploration consistently results in higher average returns for related tasks 4 and 5. Its performance on the unrelated tasks 2 and 3 are generally comparable to that of the ϵ−greedy approach. Although task 1 is related to tasks 4 and 5, it is the first task learned, and hence, does not benefit from the use of previous knowledge. Hence, the transfer advantage is not observed for task 1.
In addition to the improvements described, the SOM-based approach to conducting knowledge transfer also offers advantages in terms of the scalability of knowledge storage. This is depicted in Figure 7 , which shows the number of nodes needed for storing the knowledge of up to 1000 tasks, with different values of the GSOM threshold parameter G T . It is clear that as the number of learned tasks increases, the number of nodes required per task decreases, making the SOM-based knowledge storage approach more viable. The simulations demonstrate that using a SOM knowledge base to guide the agent's exploratory actions help achieve faster learning when the target tasks are related to the previously learned tasks. Moreover, the nature of the transfer algorithm is such that even in the case where the source tasks are unrelated to the target task, the learning performance does not exhibit drastic drops, unlike the case where value functions of source tasks are directly used to initialize or modify the value function of a target task. Another advantage of the approach proposed here is that it can be easily applied to different representation schemes (tabular representations, neural networks etc.,), as long as the same action space and representation is used for the target and source tasks. In addition, with regards to the storage of knowledge of learned tasks, we demonstrated that the SOM-based approach offers a scalable alternative to explicitly storing the value function weights of all the learned tasks.
Despite these advantages, several issues remain to be addressed. The most fundamental limitation of this approach is that it is applicable only to situations where tasks differ solely in their reward functions. This may prohibit its use in many practical applications. Moreover, the approach as described executes any action advice that it is provided with. The decision to execute the advised actions could be carried out in a more selective manner, perhaps based on the cosine similarity between the target task and the advising node of the SOM. Apart from this, and the several other possible variants to this approach, ways to automate the selection of the threshold parameters, establishing theoretical bounds on the learning performance and approaches to quantify the efficiency of the knowledge storage mechanism may be future directions for research.
CONCLUSIONS
We described an approach to efficiently store and reuse the knowledge of learned tasks using self organizing maps. We applied this approach to an agent in a simulated multi-task navigation environment, and compared its performance to that of an ϵ−greedy approach for different values of the exploration parameter ϵ. Results from the simulations reveal that a modified exploration strategy that exploits the knowledge of previously learned tasks improves the agent's learning performance on related target tasks. Overall, our results indicate that the approach proposed here transfers knowledge across tasks relatively safely, while simultaneously storing relevant task knowledge in a scalable manner. Such an approach could prove to be useful for agents that operate using the reinforcement learning framework, especially for real-world applications such as autonomous robots, where scalable knowledge storage and sample efficiency are critical factors.
